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._ _ It was sl!Pposedly.Leo. Dyrocher ,who toldhis banplay~rJ1 thaJ.the way to win games was to 

.- ~put lots of crooked numb;j-S""o,,"th'e -sCoreb~ard. In -any case,the stock market has been posting 
a few crooked numbers of its own recently, numbers which in many ways are historically unprec
edented. For the month of fanuary, for example, the Dow advanced from a December close of 
616.24 to 703.69, a 14.2% rise. This constitutes the largest percentage advance chalked up dur
ing any January in the past fifty years. It also constitutes the seventh largest advance for any 
month at all over the last half century. 

The rapidity of the advance since the Dow posted its low in early December is also largely 
without precedent. From its December 6 bottom of 577 • 60, the average rose to 717.85 this Wed
nesday, a 24.3% rise over a period of 41 trading days. There are only four previous instances 
since 1926 where the index has posted as great an advance in so short a time, all of them going 
back to the 1930's. One of them, it must be admitted, was in January, 1930, when the market put 
on the largest rally within a bear market in history before ultimately proceeding to the 1932 debacle. 
However, the other three instances where greater advances were posted over a 41-trading-day 
period were in August-September, 1932, the spring of 1933 and July-August, 1938, all periods 
which constituted major turning points. For those who think the recent advance has been dynamic, 
incidentally, it is interesting to note that there was one 41-day period in August-September, 1932 
in which the Dow advanced more than 80%. 

It is possible to offer a partial explanation for the rapidity of the recent rise on the grounds 
that the market in the past couple of years has become noticeably more volatile, a thesis which 
can be supported in anyone of a number of ways. Nonetheless, after a quarter-century period 

_ in.which.it .has_been.necessary,to cuse.a,filter_of"less. than.20%.to define.major bull ·and.bear-mar-_
kets, an almost-25% advance in two months must be considered striking, to say the least. Trying 
to explain away such an advance as a mere rally within an on-going downswing seems to us, in 
light of history, to be tenuous at best. 

There is also very little in the historical record to support the contention that, due to the 
rapidity of the rise, a fairly substantial correction must, in fact, ensue. A study of the seven 
major bull markets since World War II demonstrates that all of them tended to post substantial 
and lengthy rises before a correction of a s much as 5 % took place. The only exception to this 
rule has occurred when a fairly sharp drop took place early during the base formation period, and 
it is arguable that we had a case of this sort of thing in November of last year when the Dow, 
having posted a 15% advance, dropped off to a new low in December although the other averages 
held their October low. In any case, the record is as follows. The 1942-1946 bull market ad
vanced 57% over 365 trading days before any correction greater than 5% occurred. The bull mar
kets of 1949-1953 and 1953-1956 were similar. The former posted a 282-day, 41% rise before a 
5% correction was seen and the latter, a 326-day, 60% rise. 

In the advance from October, 1957, to December, 1961, there was a 5 1/2% decline ov~r 13 
trading days early in the base formation period in December, 1957, but this was followed by a 
409-day, 60% advance --- again without a 5% reversal. During 1962-1966, two substantial 
declines took place during the June-October basing period but, once this was complete, the mar
ket scored a lSI-day, 30% advance. In the 1966-1968 period, the October low was followed by 
a 22% advance over 145 trading days, and, in the most recent bull market, that of 1970-1973, the 
Dow,.after a 7% decline-in July,. 1970;'advanced'42% over 205 trading days,until April; 1·971;'~ 

before any 5% downswing occurred. 
As noted above, the market is becoming demonstrably more volatile, and under these condi

tions it is perhaps optimistic to set 5% as a possible limit for a correction. Nonetheless, the 
record supports a strong tendency for major market advances to complete their initial phases with
out much in the way of correction on the way. 
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